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Zinc-bearing clays, commonly called tallow clays, have long been knorvn, and have been

reported from numerous localities, but their mineralogic character has beenin dispute since

they have been described as mixtures of kaolin and hemimorphite, or less commonly as true

zinc clays. A study of excellent inaterial from four regions, and a restudy of old specimens

has shown that the zinc clays are distinct minerals belonging to the montmorillonite group,

and are analogous to the magnesian clay mineral, saponite. The study presents Seven new

chemical analyses, and the chemical formulas calculated from them. The optical properties

and mineralogical relationships of these minerals to other members of the montmorillonite

group are discussed.

A zinc clay from Saucon Valley, Pennsylvania, was analyzed by Roepper in 187.5 and

named sauconite. A restudy of type material collected by Roepper has shown that the

material was representative of ttre zinc-bearing clays, and therefore the name sacuonite

should be accepted for this member of the montmorillonite group'

Zinc-bearing clay materials, commonly referred to as "tallow clays,"

have long been known, and have been reported from numerous localities,

but reports on them have not been in agreement about their character.

They have been regarded by some writers to be definite minerals, but

more commonly they have been described as mixtures of kaolinitic or

related. clays and hemimorphite (calamine), and their true relations have

therefore long remained problematical; however' as sometimes happens,

both schools of thought prove to have been partly right.

Studies of other members of the montmorillonite-nontronite-saponite

group, and the ionic substitutions within the groupl indicated that a true

zinc clay analogous to saponite, the magnesian member of the group, was

to be expected, and so led to a detailed study of the zinc-bearing clays.

* Published by permission of the Director, Geological Survey'
r Ross, Clarence S., and Hendricks, Sterling 8., Minerals of the Montmorillonite

Grorp, Geological Surttey, ProJessional' Paper 205-8 (1945).
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Nolrencr-erunB

Sauconite

A zinc-bearing clay from the Uberroth Mine, Saucon Valley, near
Friedensville, Pennsylvania, was analyzed. and named sauconite by
Roepper and described by Genth.2 The material was risted without name
by Dana.3 However, sauconite was included by chestera in the Dictionary
of Names and was listed in the Mineralogical Magazine in 1900.b A
sample of the original material studied by Roepper was made available
for study through the courtesy of the Department of Geology of Lehigh
University.

M oresnetite

Risse. described a zinc-bearing material from Altenberge, near Aachen,
in 186.5. Material from the type locality was made available for study
through the courtesy of the National Museum (Specimen c3426). The
zinc mineral in this specimen ranges from light gray to dark blue gray,
and forms irregular patches or veinlets associated with a brown material
made up of micas and chlorite. with this are fine-grained masses of
hemimorphite. The following chemical analyses were made by Risse.

ANALysES ol Ar,rnNlnncn MonrsNlrrrr

98.85 100.18

2 Genth, F. A., Mineralogy of Pennsylvania: Second Geol,. Suroey. penn., p. 120_B
(r87s).

3 Dana, E. S., A System of Mineralogy, 5th ed., l1th sub. ed., John Wiley & Sons
(1874\.

a Chester, A. H., A Dictionary of the Names of Minerals, p. 240, John Wiley & Sons,
New York (1896).

5 Mineralog. Mag.,12,391 (1900).
6 Risse, Hugo, Uber den Moresnetite, ein neues Zinkoxyd-Thonerdesilikat von Alten-

berge bei Aachen: Naturhistorischen Vereines der Rheinlond.e und West.phalens Correspon-
d,enbl,atl, No. 1, pp. 98-99, vol. 22, Bonn (1865).

sio,
AlzOt
ZnO
FeO*
Nio
MnO
CaO
Mso
HzO

* Undoubtedly present as Fe2O3.

(1) (2)
29.26 30.31
13.02 13.68
s7.98 43.4r
5 . 6 1  . 2 7
0 . 2 4  t . r 4

tr
.76)
.s4l  t r

11.34 1t.37
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The following chemical formula has been calculated from Analysis

No. (1), the more complete of the two given by Risse. However, No. (2)

gives essentially the same formula:

(Zn2.6sMg.ozAl.gzFe.aoNi.oz) (Al1.1eSi2 ar) Oro(OH)X.sa'

The summation of ions in octahedral positions (those associated with
Zn) in the above formula is 3.44. Only 3 octahedral positions are available

within the crystal lattice in minerals of micalike structure, including
those of the montmorillonite group; and hence, this impossible formula

shows a large excess of some element-probably zinc as the specimen

contains hemimorphite. The AI associated with Si in tetrahedral positions

is excessively high for a member of the montmorillonite group, and is high

even for a mica.
The following chemical formula of sauconite from the type locality

has been derived from analysis No. 10, Table 3-one of the three quoted

by GenthT when the name sauconite was first published.

(Zn1.esMg.uAl rzFe.ra) (Al.utSir.rr) Oro(OH)rX.m.

The summation of ions in octahedral positions in the foregoing lormula

is2.82, and the tetrahedral Al is normal for a member of the montmoril-

lonite group.
The question therefore arises as to the most suitable name for the zinc-

bearing clay mineral of the montmorillonite group, which is analogous

to saponite. Samples of both the Aachen material (moresnetite), and that
trom Friedensville (sauconite) have been available for study. Examina-

tions of the Aachen material by means of thin sections, *-rays, and difier-

ential thermai analysis have indicated the difficulty of securing a pure

sample, and this is confirmed by the impossible composition for a member

of the montmorillonite group as derived from the original published

analyses. On the other hand, these same tests have shown the essential
purity of the Friedensville material and the original analyses, although

not quite complete, give formulas that conform to those characteristic of

members of the montmorillonite group. For these reasons the name

sauconite proposed by Roepper and Genth for the mineral from Friedens-

ville, Pennsylvania, seems most suitable for the zinc-bearing clay mineral.

Vanu*emite

Sheppard8 described a zinc-bearing clay material from Sterling Hill,

New Jersey, in 1876 under the name vanuxemite. A sample of type

vanuxemite from the Roebling. collection of the National Museum

7 oP. ci't.
E Sheppard, C. U., Vanuxemite: Am. f our. Sei'.,3rd ser., l2r23l (1876).
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(Specimen R3920) was made available for study through the courtesy of
Dr. Foshag. A microscopic study shows that the material is impure, being
composed of two or more materials. An r-ray examination gave only ex-
tremely weak lines which were definitely not those of sauconite. Tests by
means of difierential thermal analysis likewise indicated that the material
was not sauconite.

Saponite

Sauconite proves to be a member of the montmorillonite group of
minerals in which three bivalent zinc ions proxy two trivalent a.lumina
ions in octahedral positions in the lattice structure, and so is entirely
analogous to saponite where three magnesium ions play the same role as
zinc. For this reason a comparison of the two minerals seems advisable.
Saponite was first described by Cronstedt in Sweden,e and later by other
mineralogists, and particulary by Heddlet' in scotland. An examination
of the literature on hydrous magnesian silicates suggested that a mineral
originally described as griffithite,ll material from Cahuenga pass, Griffith
Park, Los Angeles, California, was a high-iron saponite. At the time
griffithite was described,, *-ray methods for determining mineral relations
were not available and it was tentatively assigned to the chlorite group.
However, in a later paper,r2 the authors found that its behavior on de-
hydration was similar to that of nontronite, another member of the
montmorillonite group. The presenc e oI 7 .32 per cent of FezOa is unusual
for a safonite, and although the proxying of Mg by ferrous iron is to be
expected, the proportion of FeO in griffithite (2.83 per cent) is the
highest that has been reported for any member of the montmorillonite-
nontronite-saponite group. The cahuenga Pass mineral occurs in
vesicular cavities in basalt, a widely reported type of occurrence. The
optical properties determined by Larsen are given in a following section.

Occunnnncps or. SAucoNrrE

Heywoodr3 described zinc clays from the Bertha zinc mines, pulaski
County, Virginia.

e Cronstedt, Axel, Mineralogie, StockJrobn (U5g). English translation by John
Hyacint}, An essay toward a system of mineralogy, p. 98, London (17gg).

10 Heddle, M. F., The Mineralogy of Scotland; saponite, Zg, gl-l12 (lg7g),
u Larsen, Esper S., and Steiger, George, Grifithite, a new member of the chlorite

group: Jour. Wash. Acod. Sci.r7,ll-L2 (1917).
u Larsen, Esper s', and steiger, George, Dehydration and optical studies of alunogen,

nontronite and griffithite: Am. Jour, Sci., 5th ser.,25, 1-19 (192g).
13 Heywood, B. H., A zinc-bearing clay from the neighborhood of the Bertha zinc mine,

Pulaski County, Virginia: Chem, News.4,2O7 (l89l).
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Emmonslr described zinc clays, locally known as Chinese talc, from
Leadville, Colorado, and excellent analyses by Hillebrand were listed.
(see Table 3 below.) Later a careful study of zinc clays from ,the same
region was published by Loughlinr6 and the specimens collected by him
constitute some of the best materials available for this study.

Brannerlo listed 6 analyses of zinc clays from Arkansas. He believed
these to be mixtures of common clays and hemimorphite (calamine), but
the compositions correspond so well with material used in this study that
it seems probable that Branner's materials were essentially pure sauco-
nite. AdamslT described "tallow clays" from Arkansas and later these
clays were also described by McKnight.rs

Seamonle described zinc clays from Southwest Missouri and listed 15
partial analyses. Most of these correspond closely with the analyzed.
materials of this paper and it seems probable that the samples of Seamon
were essentially pure.

Schiinischen2o described zinc-bearing argillaceous material from Spain
in 1863 and gave the following rough analysis: Zn:21.36, Si 31.50, Al
26.43,  H:18.32.

Cnnurc*r, CouposrrroN

Seven analyses of zinc clays made in the course of this study are given
in Table 1. Three analyses made at the time of the original study of
sauconite are given in Table 3, and a formula derived from the analysis
by Blake is also given. These original analyses show that the material
used was seemingly suitable, although the composition was variable.
Two excellent analyses of material from Leadville, published in 1886,
showed no iron, but otherwise correspond fully with recent analyses.
These are also given in Table 3. In the course of the present stuoy one
sample from the Roachdale Mine, Lafayette County, Wisconsin, whose
analysis is given in Table 4 (No. 15) proved to be a zincian montmoril-
Ionite. In the same table, analyses of a typical saponite, of the iron-rich

la Emmons, S. F., Geology and Mining fndustry of Leadville, Colorado: u. S. Geot.
Surztey, Mono.12, iffi,605 (1886).

r5 Lougblin, G. F., The Oxidized Znc Ores of Leadville, Colorado: U. S. Geol. Surtey,
Bull. 681, 2+-28 (1918).

rG Branner, John C., The Lead and. Zinc Region of North fukansas (tallow clay), 266,
5lh Ann. Rept. Geol. Sumtey Arkansas for 1892, Little Rock, Arkansas (1900).

u Adams, George f., Lead and Znc Deposits of Northern Artansas: U.S.Geol.Suraey,
Prof. Paper 24, 40.(1904).

lsMcKnigh! Edwin T., Zincand Lead Deposits of Northern Arkansas: U. S. Geol..
Suraey, 8u1.1. 853, 116, 117 (1935).

r0 Seamon, W. II., The zinciferous clays of Southwest Missouri: Am, Jour. Sci.. Jrd
ser.,39,38-43 (1890).

20 Ingeneur Schdnischen zu Neudorf, Berg unil Hiitten. Zeit.,2Z, t64 (1863),
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saponite (griffithite), and a typical montmorillonite are given for pur_
poses of comparison with sauconite.

DBscnrprrow oF MATERTALs
The samples, numbers I to 7, that form the basis of this study, were all

examined microscopically, by means of c-rays and difierential thermal
analysis, and several of them were tested by means of the spectrograph.
Microscopic examination is more effective for a determination of im-
purities in sauconite than for most clay materials. The accessory material
that is most commonly associated with sauconite is hemimorphite. The
index of refraction of hemimorphite is very much higher than that of
sauconite, and thus its purity is readily verified. Even when it is too
finely disseminated to be resolved by the highest magnifications, this
difference in indices causes such marked dispersion of light that it shows
up as unusually opaque areasl in fact, this is a useful test for examining
clays in general, and permits the detection of very small amounts of
gibbsite in kaolinite. The curve given by the differential thermal analysis
of sauconite is similar to that of other members of the montmorillonite
group at temperatures below about 600oC., but above that point the
formation of new zinc silicates gives distinct exothermic reactions, proba-
bly due to the formation of willemite.

Sample Number 1, from the Uberroth Mine, Saucon Valley, near
Friedensville, Pennsylvania, secured through the courtesy of the Depart-
ment of Geology of Lehigh University, represents a part of the original
ma.terial studied by Roepper. It is pale brownish yellow, compact and
massive in habit.

Sample Number 2 was collected by G. F. Loughlin of the Geological
Survey from the New Discovery Mine, Leadville, Colorado, and was
described and pictured by himzl in a paper on the oxidized zinc ores of
Leadville. The material is now a part of the U. S. National Museum min-
eral collection (No.91511). The material is laminated with a very per-
fectly parallel arrangement of the individual micaceous plates, so that
there is good parallel extinction in thin section.

Sample Number 3 (Museum also 91511) was collected by Mr. Loughlin
from the Yankee Doodle Mine, Leadville, and was described by him
in the same paper, as follows: "It hbs been found in the yankee Doodle
Mine, where it forms a layer about 2 feet thick immediately bepeath a
thin bed of silicified shale. These occurrences are of sufficient size to be
called small ore bodies." The relations are similar to those of the material
previously described by Emmons.2z

2L op. cit.
22 Ob. cit.
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Sample Number 4 from the Coon Hollow Mine, about three-fourths

of a mile north of the village oLZinc, Boone County, Arkansas, was col-

Iected by James S. Cullison in the course of studies of the zinc deposits of

Arkansas for the Geological Survey. A large sample comprising several

pounds of excellent reddish-brown material was secured.

Sample Number 5 is from the same source as Number 4. It forms

nearly pure white, rather porous, layerJike zones in the reddish-brown

material. The zinc content is a little high, and r-ray examination indi-

cates a small proportion of some unknown impurity, but the material

appears to be essentially pure.
Edwin T. McKnight has given the following description of the occur-

rence of so-called tallow clays in Arkansas.2s

The tallow clay in the Zinc district occurs as a filling oI seams along the bedding in

oxidized zinc deposits. The original mineralized ground was jasperoidized limestone con-

taining diSseminated sphalerite which tended to be concentrated along some bedding seams

almost to thb exclusion of the interstitial jasperoid. Particularly on the bedding planes but

also along irregular cross-cutting fractures, flat vugs were formed that contained crystalline

sphalerite and a pink coarsely-crystalline form of dolomite. In the oxidation the sphalerite

and dolomite were leached or converted in place to hemimorphite which to some extent

replaced the dolomite as pseudomorphic crusts. The tallow clay was depoSited in the bed-

ding seam vugs that were originally present or that formed through Ieaching of the sphaler-

ite and the jasperoid.

Sample Number 6 from the Liberty Mine, near Meekers Grove,

Wisconsin, was collected by Allen V. Heyl, Jr., while engaged in studies

of the zinc deposits of that area for the Geological Survey. It consists of

reddish-brown material, with narrow lenses of iron oxide that were

scraped away before analysis.
Mr. HeyI describes the occurrence of the material as follows:

All three samples (including tJre zincian montmorillonite) of the zinc tallow clay oc-

curred filling vugs in the primary veins in the zone of incipient oxidation wit}in the area

of the fluctuating $/ater table. All the sphalerite in the veins was essentially unaltered,

having only a thin film of smithsonite upon it. Apparently, the zinc in the clay came not

only from the oxidation of the bordering ore vein, but to a large extent carried down and re-

deposited as sauconite at tlre water table.

Sample Number 7, from the same mine as Number 6, was collected by

Charles H. Behre, Jr., of the Geological Survey. It is somewhat darker
colored than Number 6, owing to a slightly higher iron content.

23 Personal communication,
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Friedens-
ville,

Pennsyl-
vanra

Yankee
Doodle
Mine,

Leadville
Brown

Clay
White
Clay

Plattes-
ville
Dist. ,

Wiscon-
sin

New
Discovery

Mine,
Leadville

Coon Hollow Mine,
Arkansas

Liberty
Mine,

Meekers
Grove,

Wisconsin

SiOz
Alzog
FegOa

Mso
MnO
ZnO
CaO
NagO
KzO
CUO
Tio,
HzO-
HrO+

34.46
l  6 .95
6 . 2 r
t . 1 l

35 .95
6 . 5 7
2 .36
1 . 2 6
.04

33.70
.62
.44
. 1 0

s 7 . r 0
t4 . r8

.30
1 . 1 0
.02

28.19
r . 2 2

)t-

.13

.02
tr.

8.82
8.90

100.22

33.40
7 .45
1 . 7 3
.78
t r

36 .73
1 .92
.22
.27
. 1 3
. 1 5

9 .78
7  . 1 4

99.70

33.59
6 .01

.28

. 7 0

. 1 2
39. 33
1 .90
. t 3
.07
. 1 0
.03

10.68
6 .98

38.  59
13 .36
3 .41
1 . 1 8

23.50
.94
.01
. 1 8

.31
10.39
8 .05

38.70
16.29
3 . 9 1
1 .62
.06

22.48
tr.

.43

.32

.30
7 .  s0
8 .38

99.99

.24
6 .72

10.67

/ / l \  ] - t  t ?
\ L t  2 - . , ' ,

(2) >:2.90
(3) >:2.7r

No. (1) J. G. Fairchild-analyst.
No. (2) J. G. Fairchild-analyst.
No. (3) M. K. Carron-analyst.
No. (4) M. K. Carron-analyst.
No. (5) M. K. Carron-analyst.
No. (6) M. K. Carron-analyst,
No. (7) S. H. Cress-analyst.

Tasln 2. Csnurcer, Fonuuras roR SAUcoNrrE

(1) (Zn1.asMg.raAl.7aFe"'.a6) (Al.eesi.0r)Or0(OH)2X.sa
(2) (Znz.$NIs.tsAl.ggFe"'.rz) (AI.$Sfu .o)O10(OH)zCa/2 tr]r1a.o,
(3) (Znr.s5Mg.raAI.7eFe"'.s2) (Al.zoSis.ao)O1o(OH)zCa /2.rryq a.*
(4) (Znz.e+Mg.lAl.rzFe"'.re) (Al.?sSL.27)O1o(OH)zCa/2.roNa orK.or
(5) (Znz.asMg.rsAl.6Fe"'.62Mn.01)(Al.66Si3.s6)Oro(OH)zCa/2.roNa.osK.or
(6) (Znr.uMg.r5Al. 7sFe"'.23) (AI 61sis.se)Or0(OH) zCa / 2 :l.K.oz
(7) (Znr.ztMg.erAl.zsFe"'.$) (Al aoSia.zo)Oro(OH)zX.ss

(s) >=3.06
(6) >:2.70
(7) 2:2.80

(a) >:3.00

2 represents the ions in octahedral positions. ca/2 represents ca divided by 2, a neces-
sary procedure for a bivalent exchangeable base.

Tesrr 1. Crrnurcer, ANerysrs ol Seucolqrre
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Tesrc 3. Csrurclr Ater,vsps ol Seuconttn

Friedensvillg PennsYlvania
Lower Waterloo Mine

Leadville, ColoradoPale yellow,

white

Ochre
yellow

46.45
7.4r

14.28

.97

22.86

98.69

Pale
yellow

10

SiOz
AlzOs
FezOg
Mso
CaO
ZtO
NazO
KzO
HrO-
HsO*

35 .97
8 .81

.80
r .87

35.40

7 .20
10.26

35.33
10.38

' 7 r
1 . 6 2

33 .05

48.42
10.66
3 . 8 5
- ) )

2.42J
26.95

41.36
8.04
o q <

l .o?

32.34

(Dehydrated at 105' C.)

(S) W. Th. Roepper-analYst.r
(9) W. Th. Roepper-analYst'r

(10) J. M. Blake-analyst.l
(1 1) W. F. Hillebrand----analyst.2
(12) W. F. Hillebrand-analYst.2

1 oP. cit.
2 oP. cit.

Formulas based on previous analyses of sauconite
(10) (Znr.sMS. uFe.tgAl.r r) (Al.erSis.se)Oro(OH)t('33
(1 1) (Znz.mMS.1oAl.88) (Al.GtSL.ar)Oro(OH)zCa/2.00
(12) (Znz.azMg.roAI.bi) (Al.6rsis.s8)Oro(OH)zCal2.ar
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Iron Rich
Saponite2

(Griffithite),

California

Montmoril
lonite,

Booneville,s

Mississippi

Zincian
Montmoril-

Wisconsin

1 615t413

SiOz
AlzOa
Fe:os
FeO
Mgo
MnO
ZnO
CaO
NazO
KzO
TiOz
PzOr
HzO-
HzO*

42.99
6 . 2 6
1 .83
2 . 5 7

22.96
. 1 1

2 . 0 3
1 . 0 4

tr.

r3 .  65
6.8 .5

r00.29

39.64
9.05
7.s2
7 .83

1 5 . 8 0

40.62
2 l  . 7 9
9 . 7 s

1 . 6 7
. M

3 . 8 2
. 1 0
.88
. 1 0
.66

50.  53
19.31
7  . 2 5

2 . 6 0
,02

. 7 2

.47

.34
, / J

. 1 5
10.66
7 .90

(13) Helen E. Vassar-analyst.
(14) George Steiger-analyst.
(15) J. G. Fairchild-analyst.
(16) J. G. Fairchild-analyst.

1 Palache, c., and vassar, IL E., some minerars of the Keweenawan copper deposits,
3. Saponite: Am. Mineral,, lO, 417-41,8 (1925).

2 Larsen, Esper S, and Steiger, George, op. cit.
3 Ross, Clarence S and Hendricks, Steriing Il., op. cit., p. 34.

Formulas for saponite and montmorillonite

(13) (Mgz ssAl.zrFe."'ro) (Al.aSir o)Oro(OH)zCa f 2.azNa:a
(14) (Mg1. ssFe " 52F e"' .aAl. sa) (Al utSir rr)Oro(OH):Ca,/2.aoNa.rr
(15) (Alr 2sFe"| .6sMg.znZn.2) (Al msis z)Oro(OH) zNa.pCvf ) org.o,
(16) (Al1.a6Fe//'.roMg.za) (AI zssi: z:)Oro(OH):Na.rzCa/2. ooK. os
(13)  >:3.6s 0,  >:2.28
(r4) >:2.6s (16) >:2.ss

The formulas presented have been calculated according to a procedure
described in another paper.24 x-ray studies have given definite informa-

2a Ross, clarence s., and Hendricks, sterling 8., Minerals of the Montmorillonite
Gt oup, G eolo gi ca l. S unt e y, P r of . P a p e r 205-8 ( 1945).

Tesrn 4. Auetvsrs or Sapolrrra eNl Monruon[toNlT.1,

Saponiter
Ahmeek Mine,

Michigan
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tion about the role of different ions in the crystal structure and have
shown that Zn, Fe"', Fe", Mn, and essentially all Mg should all be as-
signed to octahedral positions in the crystal lattice. The Al occupies
both octahedral positions, and tetrahedral ones where it proxies Si in
part; the distribution between the two positions being such as to balance
the valence. The only variable that is not fully determinable from the

analyses is that of the interlayet ions, essentially Ca, Na, and K. How-

ever, H may proxy bases in interlayer positions and is especially likely

to be present in a clay formed in the presence of oxidizing sulfides, as

were some of the sauconites. Analyses Nos. 1 and 7 in the foregoing tables
are obviously low in bases, and in these the interlayer ions are assumed to

have the ratio, tetrahedral ions : exchangeable bases:4:0.33. This value

of X.as has been found to be a close approximation in a large number of

members of the montmorillonite group. There is some variation in the
proportion of exchangeable bases; small amounts of impurities may ap-
pear among the ions that are characteristically replaceable, but they

would have only a small effect on the distribution of Al between tetra-

hedral and octahedral positions in the crystal lattice.

fn the formulas of sauionite (Nos. 1 to 7, Il and 12) the Al in tetra-

hedral positions ranges from about 0.50 to 1, and in most of them it

lies between 0.60 and 0.80. In formula No. 1 the tetrahedral group
(Al.eeSiB.01) is like that in muscovite and is high for a mineral of the

montmorillonite group. Most of the sauconite formulas contain more Al

than some of the montmorillonites, in which Al may approach 0 while Si

may become approximately 4. Zinc is the dominant ion in octahedral

positions in all the formulas calculated and ranges from 1'50 to nearly

2.90, varying reciprocally with Al and Fe and to a lesser extent with Mg.

The total number of ions in octahedral positions, indicated by ), ranges

from 2.70 to 3.06. Only 3 octahedral positions are available; No. 5, with

2:3.06, probably contains a little excess of bases, possibly in hemi-

morphite, though none was revealed by r-tay study. The total of octa-

hedral ions is low in members with the most trivalent ions (Al and Fe"'),

and high in those composed dominantly of bivalent ones. This is to be

expected, as members of the montmorillonite group composed dominantly

of trivalent octahedral ions contain fuom2 to about 2.2 such ions per one-

half unit cell, and those composed of essentially bivalent ones contain

about 3 such ions.
The formulas for sauconite are entirely analogous to that of saponite

No. 13, with bivalent Zn playing the same role as bivalent Mg. The iron-

rich saponite (grifithite) differs from normal saponite in its very high

content of ferrous and ferric iron, but gives the same curve by differ-

ential analysis.
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CIay materials of the montmorillonite group present difficulties that
might seem insuperable in the determination of their optical properties,
but methods are available by which some of these can be approximated.
There are, however, a number of variables that affect the results, and so
a definite procedure must be followed if comparisons of indices of refrac-
tion are to have signifi.cance. The indices of refraction may be determined
on definitely oriented aggregates or on films in which the micaceous clay
particles had assumed essentially parallel positions. To secure good
parallel orientation in such clay films, it is necessary to have essentially
complete dispersion of the individual micaceous plates that constitute
the clay minerals. This dispersion in general does not occur where cal-
cium, the normal exchangeable base of clays, is preseht. The first step,
therefore, is the substitution of sodium for calcium as the exchangeable
base, followed by washing the clay suspension entirely free from excess
salts. Such suspensions, in general, give excellently oriented films on dry-
ing. When these are broken up or sliced into minute ribbons, optical
measurements can be madel however, when the clays stand in immersion
oils, these oils slowly permeate the materials and raise the indices of re-
fraction by displacing occluded air. Determinations oI the true indices,
therefore, demand complete permeation with the particular index liquid
that matches the index of the mineral. Another variable is the water
film between each pair of molecular sheets, which changes the spacing.
The material used in this study was first moistened with acetone; a non-
volatile index oil was then added, time (24 hours) was allowed for the
acetone to evaporate, the old oil was taken up with frlter paper, new oil of
the same index was added, and then the preparation was allowed to stand
till permeation was complete. The indices determined on 4 samples of
sauconite and the indices determined by Larsen2s for saponite from the
Ahmeek Mine, and for griffithite are given in the following table.

6 Palache and.Yassar, op. ci!.
Larsen and Stager, op. cit.
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1 . 6 1 5

t .592
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Sauconite

(1) Friedensville,
Pennsylvania

(2) New Discovery
Mine, Colorado

(4) Coon Hollow

Mine, Arkansas
(6) Liberty Mine,

Wisconsin

Saponite
Ahmeek Mine,

Michigan
Cahuenga Pass,

California
(Griffithite)

Optical
Char-
acter

(-)

(-)

(-)

l'-)

(-)

(-)

Color (Ridgeway)

Warm buff 17'O-Y, d

Avellaneous 17 "' O-Y ,b

Pinkish Cinnamon
15" Y-O, b

Drab 17"" O-Y

Lightbuf i  I7 'O-Y, l

Pleochroic, pale yellow-

ish-olive green-

brownish green

Renn CoUpoNENTS

Samples of sauconite from the New Discovery Mine, Leadville,'Colo',

and the Liberty Mine, Benton, Wis., were examined by means of the

spectrograph by K. J. Murata of the Geological Survey.
The material from the Liberty Mine contained Pb, Li, B, Cu, V, and

Ni in amounts ranging from traces to less than O.OI/g. The sauconite

from the New Discovery Mine contained Cr, Ba, Mn and Ni between

0.1 and 0.01 per centl and Sr, Li, and Cd questionable. The sauconite

from the Coon Hollow Mine, Ark., was expressly tested for Cd, and none

was recognized; if present at all it is less than 0.01 per cent. An impure

zincian montmorillonite from Goodsprings, Utah, was found to contain

about 1 per cent of Ni, a few tenths of a per cent of Co and Cu, a few

hundredths of a per cent of Cr and V, and no Cd'

ReNcn rN CoMposrrroN rN THE MoNTMoRTLLoNTTE Gnoup
or CIAY Mernnter-s

The minerals of the montmorillonite group are characterized by a very

wide range in the ions which can proxy Si or Al within the crystal lattice.

In tetrahedral positions Al proxies part of the Si (so far as known 1 or

less ions out of a possible 4 in the one-half unit cell); and in octahedral

positions an unusual number of ions can proxy Al. Other variables in the

chemical composition are the interlayer replaceable ions, which may in-
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clude almost any of those available in the environmental systeml the
proxying of oH by F as in the micas; and wide variations in amount of
interlayer water. The ions that are known to occupy octahedral positions
completely or almost completely are Al, ferric iron, Mg, Cr, and, Zn;
those which are present in essential but not dominant proportions are
ferrous iron, Li, Mn, and Ni.26,Titanium is known to play the role of Al
in the micas, but its ready hydrolysis tends to remove it from the lattice
structure of a clay mineral and deposit it as one of the materials known
as leucoxene. vanadium is believed to be an important component in the
clay materials associated with some vanadium-bearing phosphate beds,
just as it is in roscoelite, but it has not been possibre to secure material
suitable for chemical analysis.

The state of oxidation of Mn, which is sparingly present in some mem_
bers of the group, is not directly determinable, but the higher state of
oxidation of the iron and the lavender-pink color of some of the manga-
nese-bearing montmorillonites indicates that small amounts (0 to a
maximum of 0.18 per cent) are normally present in the higher state of
oxidation. The strong tendency of manganese to form oxides (many
clays contain small aggregates of manganese oxide) probabry limits the
amount that enters the crystal structure. only under very unusual condi-
tions would a clay with essential quantities of Mno be expected to form.
Chromium, which is present in spectrographic amounts in a few samples,
is a dominant constituent in volchonskoite from Russia and in essential
amounts in some beidellites described by Serdiuchenko2T from the same
region. The spectrographic traces of Ba, Pb, and Sr are probably present
as replaceable bases.

The Boone County, Arkansas, sauconite came from an area charac-
terized by cadmium, and it was rather surprising that none was revealed
by th^e spectroscope. Cadmium, however, has a large ionic radius (about
1.00 A) as compared to .57 for Al and .75 for Mg, and it is possible that it
is too large to enter the lattice of members of the montmorillonite group
in any essential proportions. The role of such elements as Cu and B,
which have been reported in very small proportions, is problematical.
only traces of co have been recognized in clay minerals, but the chemical
relationships of cobalt and the ionic radius of co (.77 A) suggests that a
cobaltian clay would be possible in a suitable environment.

26 Ross, C. S., Hendricks, S.8., olt. cit.
27 Serdiuchenko, D. P., Chrome-nontronites and their genetical relations qith the ser-

pentines of the northern caucasus: soc. russe mineralogie Mem. 2nil ser., 62, 376-390
(1e33).




